Budget cuts — no kids stuff

The Early Childhood Education Center located in North that closed its doors at 3:30 on Tuesday due to legislative budget cuts. The Iowa Legislature reduced UI appropriations by 24 percent and all academic departments were forced to cut their budgets by five percent. See story, page 5.

Construction blamed for mishap

By Rachelle Braid
The Daily Iowan

A "wall of mud and water" caused by construction at the new Hawkeye Arena site has contributed to the near-fatal accident almost impossible to cause by arena construction can make it by keeping his head in an air.

"It's very difficult to tell what happened," said Doderer, coordinator of Johnson County's Consumer Protection Center. "We think it was caused by arena construction."

The accident happened at about 3:30 p.m. Tuesday near the corner of Grandview Court, a new six-story apartment complex near the old University of Iowa Stadium on University Ave.

"We think it was probably a hydraulic lift," Doderer said. "The water rose up through the lift and hit the person."

The victim, who was not identified, was airlifted to the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics with life-threatening injuries. The victim's name will be released when his family is notified.

"We are very concerned about the situation," said Doderer. "We want to know what happened."

The accident occurred at the point where the new six-story apartment complex is being built near the old University of Iowa Stadium on University Ave. The area is being flooded by the new six-story building.
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Massachusetts tax cut plan.

A 3% tax cut plan, which would reduce property taxes by 1/4% of market value — this year expected to raise ripple effect statewide property taxes — officially took a step toward becoming a reality Tuesday when its budget plan was laid to lay off up to 3,900 state workers.

Ex-polician holds mayor.

WATERLOO, Iowa — An ex-polician earlier this year was elected Mayor of Waterloo on the ticket of Mayor John Daley by a wide margin last week.

Miss Lillian in good spirits.

AMHERST, Mass. — Miss Lillian Curley, 83, of Philadelphia, who was in good spirits and looking forward to a return to California, arrived here with her daughter and grandson Saturday.

Stabbing defendant found competent.

A competent and settled agreement was reached between the city of New York and the executed a demanded a change of venue Tuesday in the John Doe case of Ecuador.

Negligence suit against hospital finally settled.

A negligence suit against the hospital was finally settled Tuesday. The hospital agreed to pay $50,000 to the family of the deceased.

Billionaire buys medical building.

A billionaire purchased a medical building Tuesday and headed for the Union Grant.

Lawyers: Copyright and trademark.

According to the suit, copyright and trademark infringement by the defendant are alleged to have occurred.

Council agrees to release legal claims.

The council agreed to release legal claims against the defendant.

Postscripts

Events

A meeting to support troops in Vietnam People’s Support Committee was held on a recent Friday night. The meeting was well attended. The council will be held on the first Friday of each month.

Applications will be accepted.

Applications will be accepted by the Council on Aging of the City of New York.
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Stabbing defendant found competent

By Yal Romero

An Iowa City woman charged with first-degree murder pleaded guilty Tuesday to voluntary manslaughter for the accidental killing of her husband.

Further judicial proceedings and be released.

According to the suit, a woman was a competent and settled agreement was reached between the city of New York and the executed a demanded a change of venue Tuesday in the John Doe case of Ecuador.

Negligence suit against hospital finally settled.

A negligence suit against the hospital was finally settled Tuesday. The hospital agreed to pay $50,000 to the family of the deceased.

Billionaire buys medical building.

A billionaire purchased a medical building Tuesday and headed for the Union Grant.

Lawyers: Copyright and trademark.

According to the suit, copyright and trademark infringement by the defendant are alleged to have occurred.

Council agrees to release legal claims.

The council agreed to release legal claims against the defendant.
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August Honsell posse ssion a screwdriver which he used in sustained by according to court records. The motion was examined by defendant as an expert at state according to court records. When apprehended, Osa had in "his possession a screwdriver which is used in the perpetration of the burglary." According to court records: Derek E. Barnes is asking to get further into " his house " at 1161 Ferson Ave. held until police arrived.

Also in District Court, a Colorado woman was charged with second-degree burglary and possession of burglary tools. According to court records, John Oppelt, of Boulder, Colo., was found sleeping in a garage. He was arrested for the burglary and possession of burglary tools. Oppelt, according to court records, was charged with "possessing and using a pistol." According to court records, Oppelt was charged with carrying weapons in violation of state law. Oppelt, also in District Court, a Colorado man was charged with arson.
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Frankenstein's budget

In its role to please the president and get re-elected, Bush Reagan and some Southern Democrats quickly passed the Reagan budget on Friday. Unfortunately virtually no one had read it.

The approximately 1980 page budget was given to the House late Friday, and the Democrats and the Senate passed it Saturday, without any handouts, discussions and the pages were not numbered.

Aside from being in appearance, the budget was diggy in conception. It consisted plenty of prose for the rich - such as

nuage subsidies - and gutfed programs for the poor and middle class - such as food stamps and student loans.

The result is Dr. Reagan's own Frankenstein. Among the poor thought provisions and outright mistakes are some likely to return to haunt us.

For example, Reagan's budget eliminates the National Science Foundation, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the National Endowment for the Humanities. As a result, the government's support of the arts, science, and education will be greatly reduced. A large part of the budget is devoted to defense.

The central theme of the new budget is the concept of non-repealable cuts. This means that all cuts in any program will be permanent. The only exception to this rule is the military, where the budget will remain the same.

The budget cuts will affect many programs that are essential to the growth of art, education and science. For example, the National Science Foundation will be cut by 20%, and the National Endowment for the Arts will be cut by 30%.

Reagan's military budget on Friday. Unfortunately virtually no one had read it. During the Middle Ages, when the literate European world turned to a mixture of Christmas and classical studies, the patronage system was maintained. Artists, musicians, poets and others without sufficient means to maintain a livelihood at their craft relied on the support of wealthy patrons. Patrons were also the usual supporters of scholars, a generally impoverished group as well. Forward-thinking architects of the arts such as the Medici were essential to the Renaissance's growth of art, education and the philosophies of the Middle Ages.

In June 1981, as it had in previous years, Amaka Reification, Inc., presented the proceeds from its 7th Frankenstein to the U.S. government. This year the half the proceeds were specially set aside for Women's Education. The other half will go to the GI Shoulder fund. Also this year for the first time, tickets were sold for the celebrity shoulder party, planned the Sunday before the tournament, and the proceeds were set aside for Women's Welfare.

COGNITIVE: The concept of patronage, and the word itself, were Roman in origin. During the Middle Ages, when the literate European world turned to a mixture of Christmas and classical studies, the patronage system was maintained. Artists, musicians, poets and others without sufficient means to maintain a livelihood at their craft relied on the support of wealthy patrons. Patrons were also the usual supporters of scholars, a generally impoverished group as well. Forward-thinking architects of the arts such as the Medici were essential to the Renaissance's growth of art, education and the philosophies of the Middle Ages.
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A staff writer's account of what happens in different states and how Reagan's budget is working. In some states they will actually earn almost $6,500 in wages, while in other states they will have to work for less than the minimum wage.
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She played at the center have been relocated in another region - and the center has served the community for more than 30 years. The center has been in operation since 1971.

CETA workers are back in work force

WASHINGTON (CPI) - Nearly 6 percent of the 232 CETA workers laid off in the first three months of President Reagan's budget slashed program have returned to work, the Labor Department reported Tuesday.

General Labor Secretary Alphonso R. O'Herlihy today announced

The VA spends $14.5 million

The Veterans Administration spent a record $14.5 million for its first fiscal year, with the largest portion, $1.3 million, used for disability compensation and pension checks to veterans.

Police beat

Shooting victim still in critical condition

Eugene and Dan Weavon of 9362 Mayfield St. were treated for gun shot wounds received in a shooting incident that occurred shortly after 11:30 a.m. Tuesday.
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CELEBRATE WITH FOURTH OF JULY SAVINGS!

REGULAR OR DINNER

Lady Lee Meat Franks

88¢

42.5 oz. pkg.

SWIFT PREMIUM - READY TO EAT

5-Lb. Canned Ham

$7.68

It's the 4th of July! Time to celebrate with parades, picnics, fireworks and cookouts. Good times with good friends that call for plenty of good food! The Food Experts at Eagle are ready to help you celebrate with a wide selection of your favorites. So whatever you have planned this holiday weekend, start the festivities with a trip to Eagle!

And save on your picnic and cookout foods with Eagle Every Day Low Discount Prices. Choose your favorite cuts of Bonded Meat, fresh fruits and vegetables, buns and rolls, chips, pop, paper plates, cups and napkins, and get more for your food dollars with our store wide low prices! Count on Fourth of July savings from Eagle, and put discount to work for you!

& FRESH PRODUCE

Golden Bananas

24

Ann B."Fruit, vegetable, deli and bakery items are sold as is. See store for details. We will be closed on Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's Day, and 4th of July.
**GENERICs**

- Fresh Bratwurst...
- Boneless Smoked Half Ham...
- Self-Basting Lady Lee Turkey...
- Tyson Rock Cornish Hen...
- White Sox Meat Plumpers...
- Whole Boneless Smoked Ham...
- Fresh Italian Sausage...
- Round Rump Roast, Boneless...
- Ground Beef, Any Size Package...
- Pork Loin, Country Style Ribs...
- Pork Loin, Full Cut...
- Pork Loin, Assorted Chops...

**BONDED MEAT**

- Fresh Bratwurst...
- Boneless Smoked Half Ham...
- Self-Basting Lady Lee Turkey...
- Tyson Rock Cornish Hen...
- White Sox Meat Plumpers...
- Whole Boneless Smoked Ham...
- Fresh Italian Sausage...
- Round Rump Roast, Boneless...
- Ground Beef, Any Size Package...
- Pork Loin, Country Style Ribs...
- Pork Loin, Full Cut...
- Pork Loin, Assorted Chops...

**LOW PRICES**

- Hamburger or Hot Dog Buns...
- Kraft Singles...
- R.B. Rice Potato Salad...
- Shredded Taco Cheese...
- Box of Pops...
- Frozen Lemonade...
- Shredded Beef Patties...
- See Our Savings Page for 5¢ of Savings...
- Hair Spray...
- Shampoo...
- Ultra Ban Roll-On...
- 4-Way Nasal Spray...
- Bufferin Tablets...
- Dristan Tablets...
- Colgate Toothpaste...
Continued from page 1

There is one year left to rally the amendment before it becomes law. Left, about 400 people gathered to protest the ERRA. Why can't we deliver to a prison?" Margaret McDonald, president of Women's Rights, said. "I think it's ridiculous that it has taken over 20 years for all crimes to have equal rights under the law."

Continued from page 1

Grandview

and insurance information. Daniel Diggins is a local reporter. The partnership and a tenant in the Grandview Court Apartments believe that the state's increased rent ceilings are being acquired by new residents.

CLAUSE 36 of the Grandview Court Apartments' Development Corporation Agreement states that the lease agreement should not be renegotiated until the Tenant Thirty (30) days written notice is sent to the apartment owner to rescind the provision of supervision or requiring the vacating of the premises for non-payment of rent. Time of payment and security deposits of the tenant shall be at the effective date shall not affect the rental agreement. All rents paid in excess of the period of time shall be paid in full. The tenant association or another group of Grandview Court Apartment residents who have verbally stated a willingness to have verbally stated a willingness to

Sewer

Continued from page 1

Police

district court in a state

Public Defender's Services Board ruling that later allowance of

Lynn Saad said he wanted to overturn the court's decision. The sex assaults at the state prison, he said, "are not a single incident. They have been going on for a long time."

"That's not counting the three months he has worked on the prison," he added.

"The court said it would not be possible to overturn the court's decision. This is not a single incident. They have been going on for a long time."
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Because it's there

Clowns are a tender sight on the grandstands, but those five are un
usual. They are part of a group of 11 ban
dance troupe, known as the Fifth Mountain, reaching the summit on the
Fourth of July. The troupe is the only one in a dress rehearsal for the interment
away. The group, led by John
Whitney, at right, began the group the shape of the others on the poster too.

Illinois governor predicts trains will roll despite bailout deadline

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (UPI) - Gov. Bob Graham offered a personal promise Tuesday to brighten the mood and bring hope to train riders when he set an early
monday deadline to bail out the state's rail service.

Graham made the prediction after Chicago Mayor Jane Byrne turned down his offer to allow the state to hire
[hires] itself to handle the legal rights and obligations and was
Rhode Island's
attorney to handle the
Rhode Island's tenant association a
allow.

*The mayor's report, we are led
will a 12-hour shutdown. Thompson said, "I don't have the
room to be a harder, more

The Illinois Supreme
is due on
November 30, 1981. The governor plans to roll
the trains without a vacation for three years.

The train service was
ruled out because it cost $3,000.

A commercial air ambulance was
Burke estimates the hospital put in
thousands of dollars for his child's medical needs.

A lack of medical insurance had
been a problem.

The hospital had
recognized the child needed more care.

The couple, said Burke, was when the problems really
hit them. Burke and his wife had not had their medical ins
sequently, and congressmen, the Air Force
and the governor offered a
patron said.

Back to the telephones went Burke
long time. The Air Force finally said
of the rescue, reinstating the

special
was removed because it cost $3,000.
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**Wednesday, July 1, 1981 — Iowa City, Iowa 10**

**Silverman resigning from NBC**

New York (UP) — Fred Silverman, the television programming man who boosted ratings for CBS and ABC, announced his resignation Saturday as president of the network in a surprise move that takes high-level executives by surprise.

Silverman, who was named to the top post in 1974 by Allen Ludden, was the subject of numerous reports Wednesday and Thursday of a possible departure.

Silverman, who was working in London, said he planned to return to New York to discuss his options with the board of directors of the network's parent company.

**Diamond making life difficult**

Augusta, Ga. (UPI) — Trying to figure out who owns a diamond and a cash account makes the Social Security Administration the center of a controversy.

It is no longer odious to boycott the network's parent company. Both the side of the argument that has...

**NCAA ask candidates to drop off their résumés**

University President Clark A. Kerr asked the Clay Co. to try to get candidates to drop off their résumés.

**Umpires**

**Baseball**
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Baseball stalemate continues as strike enters day 19

By Fred Duen New York Times

NEW YORK - Baseball negotiations will resume Wednesday in what appears to be the players' last best hope of avoiding a major league lockout.

But the players, who held off a strike by one day, were still concerned that the owners were intent on destroying the sport.

"The owners have made it clear that they want to prolong this dispute," said BillUrl, executive director of the Players Association.

"We think they are trying to wear us down," Url said. "We have given them every opportunity to settle this."

The owners, who are要坚持 paying players after declaring a labor dispute, have refused to budge.

Just this week, the owners made an unprecedented move to shut down baseball for the fourth time in five years.

"This is a clear signal that they are not serious about settling," Url said.

The players have until Thursday to decide whether to accept a new proposal or face a strike. If they choose to strike, the owners could lock them out and cancel the season.

"We are not going to give in to the owners' demands," Url said. "We are not going to accept their offer."
Connors survives marathon to advance

By Money Myers

United Press International

LONDON, England — Third-seeded American Jimmy Connors, by far the most long-range threat to Bjorn Borg’s fifth consecutive Wimbledon after a seven year gap, had five-time champion Borg in his sights on Sunday afternoon.

Connors, emerging from one of the most grueling matches in recent years, had little chance of chalking up his 40th consecutive singles victory when, in the fifth set, he took on Bjorn Borg in a match that stretched to four hours and 35 minutes.

Connors, being two sets down and falling back like a house of cards under the telescopic reach of the 6-foot-3 Swede’s bombing serve, was yet to come. In the fourth set, there was no stopping him as he reeled off five straight games to count the match.

He said, "I thought I would give Iowa a try because I had been involved in softball for a long time. That is one time more than I have been involved in softball, or any sport, try to come to Iowa before."

Connors broke serve for a 3-2 lead with an epic five-set battle against Borg, who could only applaud. "It was my best match of the tournament. I was really motivated," Connors said.

While the future of the Iowa swimming program is still up in the air, Paula Kritk, said, "I have been involved in softball for a long time. That is one time more than I have been involved in softball, or any sport, try to come to Iowa before."

As a result, it was established last weekend at Wimbledon when Borg, around the world, Borg, around the world, has been the overwhelming favorite to win the title since last month.

"I PLAYED the day I lost the first set 6-4, 6-2, 6-3 victory over Flaherty. Connors broke serve on a 5-4 lead with a spectacular, running forehand pass and held on to his advantage.

"If I win Wimbledon, I will do it again," said Connors. "If I don't win Wimbledon, I will do it again.""